Alchemy in The Kitchen
Lorraine Neithardt

As we approach the next millennium, artists and philosophers search for new forms of knowledge to spark creativity. Neithardt (a Jungian inspired cultural visionary, mystic and prophetic dreamer) presents her thoughts on the development of a creative renaissance. A series of performances/lectures dealing with the paradoxes of contemporary society and the tensions which distort, transform and shape our lives.

Opus 22: Envy
December 4, 8pm
The prevalence of envy is the single most dangerous unconscious current within our society. The ancient destroyer of both art and artist. Neithardt will assist us to enter, explore and return from this maze like pathalogy transformed into the gold of consciousness. $12

Money: The Split Within
January 22, 8pm
As much creativity and effort is put into pandering poverty as well as its opposite. The unconscious split image which will determine the result. Tracing the original female principle behind money, bringing it forth from the shadow, where it rules, to a conscious creative expression. $12

Womanchrist
March 26, 8pm
A profound reordering of the feminine image, defining a new archetype for the 21st century. A not so subtle approach to the concept of soul making. $12
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